STUDY PROGRAM: Undergraduate study in Italian Language and Literature
CORE LEARNING OUTCOMES OF STUDY
Learning outcomes of
study program

Individual learning outcomes of study program
Correctly use metalanguage of literary theory
Cite and describe literary directions in the history of Italian literature
Explain Italian literature through its historical development
Interpret the historical development of Italian literature through text
Explain the significance of individual authors and their works in the context of
Italian and world literature

Italian Literature

Link literature with other art forms of the same period
Analyze and critically interpret literary texts
Explain different critical approaches to text
Develop reading skills
Cite potential problems associated with a philological analysis of (handwritten
text)
Independently research resources from the field of literature and interpret the
results
Differentiate basic language units
Correctly use linguistic metalanguage
Define and explain rules of grammar
Recognize and explain types of words
Recognize and explain different verb modes and verb tenses

Basic linguistic feature
of Italian language

Analyze language on a morphological level
Recognize different sentence structures
Explain possible relations between primary and secondary sentences
Explain phonological phenomena using general linguistic insights
Independently research sources from the field of Italian language and
interpret the results

Contemporary Italian

language

Correctly pronounce words, emphasize words and sentences
Correctly use different types of words
Correctly use different verb modes and verb tenses
Correctly apply grammatical structure in oral and written communication
Write texts in Italian language using acquired knowledge
Paraphrase given texts
Linguistically analyze given texts
Interpret given texts
Understand different thematic fields/areas
In a linguistically correct way, express your opinions, ideas and stances
Further develop communication skills
Recognize language registers and styles in written text
Further develop translation skills
Appropriately translate academic and thematic texts from Croatian to Italian
and from Italian to Croatian

It is expected that students will achieve the knowledge and understanding of the Italian language, verbal
and written skills, of a C1 level, according to the Common European Reference Frame
ELECTIVE LEARNING OUTCOMES OF STUDY PROGRAM
Learning outcomes of
study program

Italian history and
culture

Individual outcomes of study program
Define and interpret primary feature of Italian culture and society in the 19th
and 20th centuries
Explain culture, social and political changes in Italy in the 19th and 20th
centuries

